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WEDGE
L.G. HILL,

TEST DATA FOR THREE NEW EXPLOSIVES:
LAX112, 2,4-DNI, AND TNAZ ‘
W.L. SEITZ, J*F. KRAMER,
LOSAlamoa National Lahutoq,

and R.S. MEDINA

D.M. MURK,

Loa Alamo8, New Mezico 87545 USA

High pressure Pop- Iota, and inert Hugonh?t curves have been meaaur+

for three new exploeivew LAX112 (~,6-chamino-1,2,4,5-tetrazme-1,4-dioxide), 2,4-DNI (2,4-dmitroimidazole), and
TNAZ (13 3.trinitroazetidme), LAM 12 and 2,4-DNI are of intereet becauee of their insensitive.
ity, while k’kAZ is ueeful for its performance and castabiljty. The shock sensitivity of LAX112 and
2,d-DNI fall between that of reed TNT and PBX9b02, LAX112 bein the lee sensitive. The
shock aenaitivi of TNAZ fal~ between that of preaed PETN and PB*9301. The PO plot and
H oniot data 7or TNAZ matchee well with the lower reesure as-gun data of Sheffield, E ustavaen,
&%on (to be dkueeed eermrately at thw meetinsd. f%
he inert woniots for ail three materials are
cornparahle to those of othti cxpldme.
starting to be manufactured in production quantities by the Aerojet corporation. TNAZ is very
promising in that it haa a performance similar to
HMX but ia melt caetable. Thus it ia a potential
replacement for octols, cyclotols, and even HMX=
baeed PBX’S in many applications.

INTRODUCTION
LAX112 (3,6-dknino-1,2,4,5-tetrazin*l,4-dioxide), Fig. la, was developed at Los Akunos in
an effort to find an insensitive high explosive with
better performance than TATB, LAX112 is distim
@shed by its very high nitrogen content and the
abaence of nitro groupe, It haa a high detonation
velocity (m 8,3 mm/pee@,
but cylinder teats show that its metal pushing
performance, while marginally better than TATB,
is significantly below that of HMX, RDX, and
PETN baeed explodvee.(1)
2,4-DNI (2,4-dinitroimidazole), Fig. lb, ia another candidate for an hieemitivehigh explosive.
However,it should be noted that its impact sensitivity hee been observed to vary by aa much aa
a factor of three between batches, the suspected
reeeon being small amounts of 4=Nitroimidazole
impuritkm(l)
The detonation velocity of 2,4DNI is slightly law than that of LAX112 (w7.8
mm/paec), but it%metal pushing perforrnnnce ap
peara to be slightly better,(2)
TNAZ (1,3,3-trinitro= azetidine), Fig, lc, first
appeared in the open literature {n 1990,(3) but
waa initially of little practical hitereet due to w
ceedve syntheaie cost. Eflorts at Los Alamoe to
find alternative syntheeis routee(4) have been sue”
ceasful, and TNAZ is, at the time of this paper,
‘Thlo work wpported by the US Dapartmwrt of Enorgyt
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EXPERIMENT
Sample Preparation
The LAX112 and 2,4-DNI materials were both
plaatic-bonded formulation, The samplea were
ram-preeeed to cylindricalshape, eawnon a diagond to form two wedgee,then machhted along the
saw cuts to achieve a good finish,
The LAX112 eamplea were formulation X0535, composed of 9S wt.%LA?(112 and 5 wt.%
OXY 461.(1) The molding powder w- preaeed
at 42,000 pai and 110 C to adieve about 97.8%
of the 1.829 g/cc formulation TMD. X-0535 wae
found to have excellent mechanical propertiea—
it was dmenaionally stable, and premed and machined well.
The 2,4-DNI uunplee wereformulation X-0552,
composed of 95 wt.% 2,4-DNIand 5 wt.% Eatane.
The molding powder waepreeeedat 42,000 pd and
90 C to achieve about 98.4%of the 1.720g/cc for=
mtdation TMD.(2) X-0552 pand machined
ratherpoorly, and the qualityof the data is corm=
spondingly lower than for the other two materials.
TNAZ haa a critical temperature far above its
melting point ao that it can be melt caet or hot=
preued. The TNAZ wedgu wereneat-premedat
42,000 pei and 97 C directly to the final wedge
shape, The densitiee achievedwerebetween 99.1%
and 99,4% of the 1,840 g/cc TMD, which dlevh
ateaconcern about density variations near the cor.
ner oppodte the preesing die. The aarnple quality
ueing this technique was excellent,(2)
Description of tho Wedge Ilk@
There have been many variations on the wedge
teat over the yeare; we ueed the ao=called ‘mini.
wedge” teat of Seitz,($) as hewn in Fig, 2, The
sample la umall (about 7 g) and ao reatricte the
run distance to about 1 cm, But for new ex=
ploeiveeexhhing only in small quantities, material
minimization la critical, The driver oytitem wm ●
7A=inch diameter plane wave lent, a 2Sinch thick
pad of booeter explosive, and up to three attenu.
ator platee to tailor the pressuredcllvered to the
eample.
The diameter of the circular wdge face wu 1
inch and the wedge angle waa 30 degreem This
angle mumtbe law than the ‘critical” at which re
leaae wavea travel Into the material, to that tha

propagation of the shock/detonation wave will be
unaffected by that boundary. The critical angle
is rarely known precisely, but 30 degrees ie considered sufficiently conservative for all materials,
The elliptical face of the wedgeis glued to the laat
attenuator plate, the circular face thue aeming ae
the observation surface. This configuration allows
for a slightly longer run distance before the release
wave from the opposite free boundary afects the
memmrement.

w

FIGURE
2, Schemdc Drawing of the Wedge ‘hot
(Drswing by Herbert Harry),

The assembly in Fig, 2 la suspended upside
down with the observation surface of the wedge
parallel to the ground, Viewed from the side the
wedge then appears ea in Fig, 3a, and viewed from
below ae in Fig, 3b (with the attenuator plate now
at 30 degreee to the ground), The image of the
int md slit aperature is centered upon the wtige
and, since the iine of focue llea on the observation surface, there is no magnification variation
or depth of field ieeue. The wedge is illuminated
with an argon bomb, so that specularly reflected
light from the observation ourfzce is directed into
the camera M In Fig. 3at As the shock/detonation
wave breaks out of the oheervation surface its r~
flectivity decreases and the light is attenuated M
in Figi 3bi Thus the wavefont appeara M a curve
of tlisrontinuous ●xpoeure on the film,
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ANALYSIS
The film record waa read by optical comparator. For a heterogeneous explosive one ideally
eees a constant initial dope associated with the
initial shock velocity, followed by a fairly welldefined kirk aeeociated with transition, followed
by ● (smaller) constant slope associated with detonation. Since the acceleration of the wave b never
instantaneous, transition ia somewhat ambiguous,
Here the transition coordinate were measured di.
rmtly from the film, and were taken to be the firet
perceptible departure from the dope aaaodated
with constant detonation velocity, By consider.
ation of the present geometry one finds that the
run dktance Z* and the time to detonation t- are
related to the film coordinate X* and Y“ by
3“ =Z:acoae+

OptbctiBlock
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FIGURE 8. Optic-l configuration,

The other needed information is the free surface velocity of the final attenuator plate w the
shock wave breaks out, Two methods were used
for redundancy. In the first, two plexiglaa blocks
with shallow machined notchee on one side were
glued, notch side down, to the Iaat attenuator
plate, one on either side of the wedge and in the
field of view of the streak camera slit (Fig, 3b),
A thin layer of white paint waa appiied to the
notch side of the blocks prior to gluing, ao that the
surface waa initially reflecting to the flash light,
When the free surface stikea the white paint the
reflectivity decreasee, first at the surfaceglued to
the plate, and then at the recemed surface of the
notch The free surface velocity is determined
from the optically meaaured time delay and the
known notdt depth, The second method invoived
two clustere of four piezoelectric pins spaced in in.
crements of 0,8 mm from the plate (Fig, 2), As
the free surface strikee the pins a voltage epike
is produced, An z=I diagram is constructed from
the known spaclngc and meae’md rise timee, and
the velocity la found from the dope of a flt to the
points aa c + 0, With good dath tile two meath~
oda typimlly agree to within a few pcrc~nt,

X“ sine
Y“
—
—
mag ‘ ‘o = Wr:spd’

(1)

where z~~ la the thickne.aaof the wedge ‘toe”
(it la never poesible to achieve a knife edge), O
ie the wedge angle, rnag la the magnification,
and WrtSpd la the camera writing speed. The
shock/deconatlon wave velocity h related to the
angle of the film trace@ by
u8/~ -

WrtS
—

(7

mog

sine cot*,

(2)

The input shock to the explosive la ideally a
step rise to constant pressure, and its amplitude
is inferred by impedance match, The necessary in=
gredients are 1) the Hugoniot of the final attenua=
tor plate, 2) the measured free=aurfacevelocity of
the final attenuator plate, 3) the meeaured initial
shock velocity in the expiooive, and 4) the inhial
density of the explosive, Fkomthis one can deduce
the initial particle velocity in the explosive (hence
the inert Hugoniot) and the initial preeaure in the
explosive (hence the Pop-plot ), We make the u.
sumption that the isentrope of the reflected release
wave from the free surface of the final attenuator
Is a reflection of the shock Hugoniot about the
Mtial particie velocity, This iB ● good approxb
mation for metal attenuator and, by compttrieon
to more sophisticated methods, appeara to be weU
within experimental error,

RESULTS
Run to detonation vs. input pressure (Popplot) for the three explosives is shown in Fig.
4 along with four common reference explosives.
The sensitivity of LAX112 and 2,4-DNI both
fall between that of pressed TNT and PBX9502,
LAX112 being the less sensitive. The sensitivity of TNAZ falh between that of pressed PETN
and PBX9501. Lower pressure gas-gun data for
TNAZ,(6) dao shown, agree well with the h&hpressurewedge data.
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FIGURE

Tablo 1. Numericalvahw of the data points,
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FIGURE 4. Run distance to detonation VC, Input pree.
me (Pop. plot) points and Ilnear fits for LAX 112, 2,4. DNI,
TNAZ, and telected other exploelves,

The UP-U,Hugortiot is shown in Fig. 5, along
with that of PBX9502, The curves are all similar, reflecting the fact that the inert properties of
most hjgh explodvea are similar, Note that for
the TNAZ data there is one leas data point on
the Hugoniot piot than on the Pop-plot, This is
because at the highest input pressure the run distance was too short to meauure an accurate htithd shock speed, yet the transition point could be
still be deciphered on the film, In such caaea the
Hugoniot baaed on the other points was used to
calculate pressure for the Pop-plot point,
The numerical wke of the data pohtts are
given ht Thble L The times to detonation transi=
t\on are also included,

TNAZ
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pa

8.00
5,06
2,12
0.74
8.62
3.52
1.53
8.18
3,73
2,80
1406

1,67
0,99
0.36
0.12
209
0.72
0.31
2,36
1.08
0,69
0,34
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